Abstract: We reconsider the classic problem of recovering exogenous variation from an endogenous regressor. Two-stage least squares recovers the exogenous variation through presuming the existence of an instrumental variable. We instead rely on the assumption that the regressor is a mixture of exogenous and endogenous observations-say as the result of a temporary natural experiment. With this assumption, we propose an alternative two-stage method based on nonparametrically estimating a mixture model to recover a subset of the exogenous observations. We demonstrate that our method recovers exogenous observations in simulation and can be used to find pricing experiments hidden in grocery store scanner data.
Introduction
Consider the classic instrumental variables setup in which Y = α + βX + , Cov(X, ) = 0, and there exists a Z such that Cov(Z, ) = 0 and Cov(Z, X) = 0. The problem faced here is that X contains a mix of both exogenous variation that can be used to identify β and endogenous variation that complicates this identification. The instrument Z allows the econometrician to isolate the exogenous variation. In the two-stage least squares (2SLS) solution, the econometrician runs the first stage X = π 0 + π 1 Z + u to recover the exogenous variation X = π 0 + π 1 Z. That is X is split into X = X + u with X being the exogenous variation and u the endogenous. The econometrician then uses the recovered exogenous variation to find a consistent estimate for β in a second stage.
The main roadblock to applying the 2SLS solution generally is finding a suitable Z. That said, the 2SLS solution conceptually applies quite broadly. As a prototypical example, consider a widget store choosing prices for its widgets. The econometrician may see prices and quantities sold for each week and wish to recover consumers' price elasticity of demand. Unfortunately, in most weeks the widget store's profit maximizing prices are endogenous with the quantity sold thanks to the store's optimization problem. Fortunately, the widget store may also spend several weeks experimenting with its pricing policies thus avoiding the simultaneity bias for select periods. Taken as a sequence, the observed widget prices then contain both exogenous and endogenous variation.
Motivated by such settings, we revisit the problem of extracting exogenous variation with a new approach. We show that when X is a mixture model with exogenous and endogenous components, we can use nonparametric estimation to recover a subset of the exogenous observations. Just as with 2SLS, the recovered exogenous observations can then be used in a second stage to identify the parameters of interest.
Our work is an operationalization of the recent literature on nonparametric estimation of mixture models. Hall and Zhou (2003) consider a mixture of two component distributions each with k independent coordinates and prove that nonparametric identification holds when k ≥ 3. Benaglia et al. (2009) present an expectation maximization-like algorithm for nonparametrically estimating a finite mixture of m arbitrary component distributions with r independent coordinates when 2 r − 1 ≥ mr + 1. Bonhomme et al. (2016) derive asymptotic theory in the sub-case where the r coordinates are independent and identically distributed.
We also parallel research on the estimation of mixture linear regressions. Bashir and Carter (2012) consider a model where there are k latent populations each satisfying a linear model
Assuming that the errors k ∼ N (0, σ k ) are independent across populations, the authors provide an expectation maximization algorithm to recover the class labels, β k , and σ k . Our setting differs from the above because we allow for a population k that has X k endogenous with k .
Specifying the joint distribution of X k and k would facilitate parametric identification in our setting following the authors' approach.
Finally, our work extends a computer science literature on using machine learning to identify causal relations. Jensen et al. (2008) propose a system for automatically identifying quasiexperimental designs from relational databases. Grosse-Wentrup et al. (2016) develop an algorithm for inferring causal relations in brain imaging data. Most closely related, Sharma et al. (2016) consider settings where Y can be split into (1) a random variable Y R that is caused by X and (2) a random variable Y D that is independent of X if there are no confounding unobserved variables that cause both Y and X. Here, the authors can estimate the causal impact of X on Y R from subsets of the data where X ⊥ Y D . In contrast, our method applies for any Y and instead proceeds by splitting X into exogenous and endogenous variation.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents our method. Section 3 demonstrates our method on simulated data. Section 4 takes our method to observed grocery store scanner data. Section 5 concludes. All figures and tables are in the respective appendices. The simulation can be replicated with the code in Appendix E and the application can be replicated with the code at link. 1
Method
Consider a random vector (Y, X, ) satisfying Y = α + βX + where Cov(X, ) = 0. 2SLS recovers exogenous variation from X through assuming the existence of an instrument Z satisfying Cov(Z, ) = 0 and Cov(Z, X) = 0. However, few applications feature an instrument that meets both conditions. As such, we propose a new method for recovering exogenous variation from X in certain settings that does not rely on having a valid instrument.
We are interested in settings typified by the widget store example above where X is a mix of observations from natural experiments and the "ordinary course of business." Similar in spirit to instrumental variables, we rely on the existence of two additional variables, W 1 and W 2 , that likewise differ between natural experiments and the "ordinary course of business." Formally, we consider settings where Assumption 1 below holds.
is a two component mixture model with independent coordinates defined by the irreducible density function:
Further for X 1 ∼ F X 1 and X 2 ∼ F X 2 , Cov(X 1 , ) = 0 and Cov(X 2 , ) = 0
This assumption places weaker conditions on W 1 and W 2 than 2SLS places on Z. We do not require that W 1 and W 2 have non-zero covariance with X nor that they have zero covariance with .
Given this setup and T iid observations on (Y, X, W 1 , W 2 ), the econometrician can recover a positive measure of the observations of X that are drawn from X 1 if she additionally knows either
1 The username and password are "rstudio"
(A) whether w is greater or less than 0.5 2 or (B) how a moment of a coordinate of (X, W 1 , W 2 ) differs between the two mixture components, e.g. E(X 1 ) > E(X 2 ).
Our method is to:
1. Nonparametrically estimate the mixture model defining (X, W 1 , W 2 ). Identification of the density up to a permutation of the component labels follows from Benaglia et al. (2009) 2. Label the two components based on the assumed w or the known moment condition(s)
3. Label observations of X that are drawn from X 1 with probability greater than p as exogenous
The econometrician can then use the subset of observations from step (3) to consistently estimate β via ordinary least squares in a second stage. Specifically, let χ(p) be a subset of the set of observations of (Y t , X t ) where X t is drawn from X 1 with probability greater than or equal to p under the true mixture model. Theorem 2.1 below proves that the ordinary least squares estimator for β using the observations in χ(p) is consistent as T → ∞ and p → 1 under minor additional assumptions (proof in Appendix A). We demonstrate with a simulation and application below that accurate labels are achievable in practice.
Theorem 2.1 Let χ(p) be a subset of the set of observations of (Y t , X t ) where X t is drawn from X 1 with probability greater than or equal to p under the true mixture model. Assume (1) χ(p) approaches infinity as T approaches infinity and (2) the Cov( , X|X ∈ χ(p)) and V ar(X|X ∈ χ(p)) are finite
where Y 1 indicates that the data-generating process for Y is in terms of X 1 only.
Proof: In Appendix A
2 That is, knows that the exogenous observations are more or less common 3 A sufficient condition is that at least one of the coordinates has separate supports between the two components be independently distributed as U (0, 1) and each coordinate of (X 2 , W 21 , W 22 ) be independently distributed as U (0, 2). Finally, assume that = X 2 + v with v ∼ U (0, 1), w = 0.4, α = 0, and
Consider an econometrician tasked with using T = 2, 000 iid observations on (Y, X, W 1 , W 2 ) to recover β. She could try running ordinary least squares on the entire sample. However, for our realizations, the resulting point estimate is 2.9, which is significantly different from 2 at the 1% level. See Column 1 of Table 1 . Further, neither W 1 nor W 2 are valid instruments for X, so instrumental variables is of no help here.
Rather than tossing out the data, we recommend that the econometrician use our method to find a subset of the 2,000 observations of X that are drawn from X 1 and so exogenous. If the econometrician knows (or is willing to assume) that E(X 1 ) < E(X 2 ), she directly recovers densities for each coordinate of the two components. See Figure 1 . Labeling these components according to the moment condition, results in 902 observations on X that are 90% likely to have been drawn from X 1 . The econometrician can then run ordinary least squares on this subset to recover β.
Doing so for our realizations, the point estimate for β is 1.9, which is not significantly different from 2 at conventional levels. See Column 2 of Table 1 .
Application
A better test of our approach is whether it can recover exogenous observations from commonly encountered economic data. To this end, we apply our method to recover pricing experiments from retail scanner data. Specifically, we consider the Dominick's scanner dataset maintained by the Kilts Center for Marketing (Dominick's is a now shuttered Chicago-area grocery store chain). Hoch et al.
(1994) conducted a number of pricing experiments with Dominick's in the timeframe covered by this data. We show that our approach recovers Hoch et al.'s "Study 1" pricing experiments with high accuracy.
We allow ourselves few liberties in applying our method to the Dominick's data, and so do not present a full description of Hoch et al. here. The limited background knowledge that we permit ourselves is that Hoch et al. experimented with how Dominick's grocery stores priced products in select categories for several weeks in 1992 and 1993. 4 Each store-category pair was assigned one of three treatment levels for the duration of the experiment: "Control," "Hi-Lo," or "EDLP."
Stores assigned to "Control" for a category kept pricing products following the chain's standard procedure, stores assigned to "Hi-Lo" for a category raised prices, and stores assigned to "EDLP" for a category lowered prices. Given this background, we hope to recover all store-week-category treatment labels. 5 We then use the store-weeks we label as "Hi-Lo" and "EDLP" to estimate consumer demand elasticities by category in a second stage.
For a given category, the Dominick's setting maps into our framework above. Let X jit be the demeaned log price of product j from the category in store i during week t. Then the P product price vector, (X jit , . . . , X P it ), is a three component mixture model-the components being the respective price distributions under "Control," "Hi-Lo," and "EDLP" pricing. Despite the lack of formal identification, the results below suggest that we are nevertheless able to recover the three components. We label these components as "Control," "HiLo," or "EDLP" according to the moment conditions E( j X jit |Hi-Lo) > E( j X jit |Control) > E( j X jit |EDLP ). Table 2 illustrates our success at recovering store-week-category treatment labels for January 1992 through December 1993. Complicating this assessment is that Hoch et al. conducted additional pricing experiments after the documented end of the "Study 1" we consider here. As such, a lower bound on our accuracy is the number of store-week-category observations we correctly label across the full two years assuming that store-week-category observations not documented in "Study 1" are "Control." This metric is reported in Column 3. Our method is at least about 45%
4 We consider the categories Analgesics, Canned Soups, Cereals-RTE, Cheese, Crackers-Snacks, Dish Detergent, Front-end Candy, Frozen Entrees, Oral Care, and Soft Drinks. From the 19 categories used in the paper, we omit those where we do not know the true store-category treatment levels and experiment timeframe 5 Dominick's split their stores into comparable groups based on socioeconomic zones. We only work with stores from the largest such zone. We also exclude stores that have no product purchases from the category in over 15% of the weeks observed. This sub-setting leaves us with 27 stores 6 In the estimation, we hand select P = 20 products accurate for the majority of categories. A more precise assessment of our accuracy is the number of store-week-category observations we correctly label across the documented experiment timeframe.
This metric is reported in Column 6. Our method is 80% accurate on average and is practically perfect for 5 of the 10 categories.
Graphically displaying the recovered exogenous variation provides additional insight into our method's success at identifying store-week-category treatment labels. Figure 2 shows the average demeaned log price for Cereals-RTE over time in Dominick's store 86 classified into "Control", "Hi-Lo", and "EDLP." Panel 1 depicts the labels we predict for each week and Panel 2 depicts the documented labels for each week. Comparing the panels, it is immediate that the nonparametric estimation almost perfectly recovers both the weeks documented as "Control" and the weeks documented as "Hi-Lo." Further, the nonparametric estimation also appears to correctly predict that the store continued "Hi-Lo" pricing for Cereals-RTE for several weeks following the end of Hoch et al.'s "Stage 1" experiment. Similarly, Figure 3 shows the average demeaned log price for Analgesics over time in Dominick's store 107 classified into "Control", "Hi-Lo", and "EDLP." Here, the nonparametric estimation almost perfectly recovers both the weeks documented as "Control" along with the weeks documented as "EDLP." And again, the nonparametric estimation appears to correctly predict that the store continued "EDLP" pricing for Analgesics for several weeks following the end of Hoch et al.'s "Stage 1" experiment before returning back to "Control" pricing.
As a final step, we can use the recovered exogenous variation in a second stage to estimate demand elasticities by category. We estimate the demand elasticity for a category by regressing log quantity on log price for all store-week-product observations from the category for store-weeks we predict as "Hi-Lo" and "EDLP." As the supports for "Hi-Lo," "EDLP," and "Control" pricing are visually distinct, we have some confidence that the resulting coefficient estimates are consistent by Theorem 2.1. OLS with week fixed effects estimated on the entire sample-a method some econometricians might consider using in this setting. See Column 6.
Conclusion
Two-stage least squares recovers exogenous variation from an endogenous regressor using an instrumental variable. Unfortunately, econometricians rarely have access to a valid instrument. As such, we revisit this problem with a new approach. Our key insight is that if the regressor is a mixture of exogenous and endogenous variation, then nonparametrically estimating the underlying mixture model recovers a subset of the exogenous observations. These recovered observations can then be used in a second stage to identify the parameter of economic interest.
Our method applies to the prototypical example of a widget store choosing prices at which to sell its widgets each week. These prices are endogenous in the regression of log quantity on log price because they are set simultaneously with demand. Assuming that the widget store either purposely experiments with its pricing practices for some period of time or events arise that produce a natural experiment, then there is a set of weeks in which prices are exogenous. Our method enables the econometrician to recover a subset of these weeks if she knows either (A) whether experiment weeks are more or less common than non-experiment weeks or (B) how a moment of an observed variable differs between experiment and non-experiment weeks.
Our approach has promise. It recovers exogenous observations in simulation and can be used to find pricing experiments hidden in retail scanner data. That is, an econometrician given observations on (Y, X, W 1 , W 2 ) satisfying Assumption 1 can still recover β without either W 1 or W 2 being valid instruments for X. In practice, an econometrician given scanner data from a grocery store chain covering weeks in which the chain ran a pricing experiment can recover the essential details of the experiment-how each store was assigned to price products in each category each week.
Additional promising applications for our method include any settings where an econometrician wishes to recover lost or natural experiments. Consider a web company that regularly A/B tests changes to its website. Our understanding is that specific A/B tests conducted by one project team are not always stored for perpetuity and widely accessible to other project teams within the company. In such settings, our method can be used by future project teams to recover the historical tests from data on customer usage of the website over time. Similarly, technical difficulties or other issues are likely to produce additional random variation in website usage. Our method can potentially be used to discover these natural experiments too.
An immediate extension of our method exists in situations where the econometrician has partial information on experiments in the data. For example, the econometrician may know details of some experiments that occur within the data and wish to find additional similar experiments. In these cases, the known details can be used to semiparametrically estimate the underlying mixture model (in place of relying on nonparametric estimation).
There are many settings where econometricians currently struggle to recover exogenous variation. We hope that our approach will facilitate advances in at least some of these instances.
We expect that lessons from applying nonparametric estimation techniques will be informative on additional approaches to identification in the future.
A Proof of Theorem 2.1
Let χ(p) be a subset of the set of observations of (Y t , X t ) where X t is drawn from X 1 with probability greater than or equal to p under the true mixture model. Assume (1) χ(p) approaches infinity as T approaches infinity and (2) the Cov( , X|X ∈ χ(p)) and V ar(X|X ∈ χ(p)) are finite for all p ∈ [0, 1] By (1)β
Applying the law of total variance to the denominator, which is valid under assumption (2), gives
where Y 1 indicates that the data-generating process for Y is in terms of X 1 only and similar for Y 2
Applying the law of total variance to the numerator gives Figures   Figure 1: The following density plots illustrate the recovery of the exogenous variation, X 1 , in the simulation. Here we consider (X, W 1 , W 2 ) drawn from a random vector of three U (0, 1) random variables with probability w = 0.4 and from a random vector of three U (0, 2) random variables else. Applying the nonparametric mixture model estimation from Benaglia et al. (2009) to 2,000 iid observations of (X, W 1 , W 2 ), returns the following coordinate densities for each component. The density of the coordinate in the first component is in red and the density of the coordinate in the second component is in green. Assessed visually, the nonparametric estimation works quite well Figure 2: Average demeaned log price for Cereals-RTE over time in Dominick's store 86 classified into "Control", "Hi-Lo", and "EDLP." The nonparametric estimation recovers the weeks documented as "Hi-Lo" along with additional weeks wherein the store appears to have continued following "Hi-Lo" pricing Figure 3 : Average demeaned log price for Analgesics over time in Dominick's store 107 classified into "Control", "Hi-Lo", and "EDLP." The nonparametric estimation recovers the weeks documented as "EDLP" along with additional weeks wherein the store appears to have continued following "EDLP" pricing (before returning back to "Control" pricing)
C Tables   Table 1: Regression results from 2,000 observations of the random vector (Y, X, , W 1 , W 2 ) generated as described in Section 3. Column (1) displays the coefficient estimated using OLS on the full sample. Column (2) displays the coefficient estimated from observations that are more than 90% likely to have been drawn from X 1 . Our method succeeds at recovering β here and OLS does not
Dependent variable: Table 3 : Assessment of our ability to recover the documented demand elasticities for Hoch et al.'s "Stage 1" pricing experiments. Column 4 reports the coefficient from the regression of log quantity on log price on store-week-product observations subset to the store-weeks we label as "Hi-Lo" and "EDLP." Column 5 reports the coefficient from ordinary least squares on the entire sample. Column 6 reports the coefficient from ordinary least squares on the entire sample controlling for week fixed effects. Our method performs at least as well as OLS at estimating the demand elasticities and better than OLS with week fixed effects # Run r e g r e s s i o n s model1 = lm( formula = Y˜X, data=data . frame (Y,X) ) model2 = lm( formula = Y p˜X p , data=data . frame (Y p ,X p ) ) l h t ( model1 , c ( "X = 2 " ) , w h i t e . a d j u s t = " hc1 " ) l h t ( model2 , c ( "X p = 2 " ) , w h i t e . a d j u s t = " hc1 " ) s t a r g a z e r ( model1 , model2 , a l i g n=TRUE, omit . stat=c ( "LL" , " s e r " , " f " , " a d j . r s q " , " a i c " , " b i c " ) )
